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speaking of returning to their stoner roots, cheech & chong have announced a new concert movie called hey watch this!, which will be out on 4/20, 2019. but they didn't announce what they'll be doing in the movie. i wonder if they'll be revisiting the characters from the first movie and if they'll be completely different (i hope they just take the
characters we know and love, and not be entirely new ones) or if there will be some sort of new characters created? but wait! there's more! chong revealed a couple of other projects they're working on. these include a cooking show and a halloween movie, which will be based on their classic song high. it's not out yet, but it's supposedly called

road trip! in the 1980s, cheech & chong released a couple of albums. from them came the song up in smoke that i mentioned before, and they released a few other songs on them. it's strange that they haven't done anything with them since, even though they released a few in the '90s. but i wouldn't mind hearing them again. here's one of
them: i couldn't find an image of the album cover, but they're definitely the cover of the second album. the back cover of the first one is just a picture of cheech and chong on a boat and it's neat. i still have my record of the first album. and now - their first starring film: cheech and chong on top of the heap! 20 years after the classic thc (that's
the chem'..) cheech and chong are smoking up the screen with their first feature film! and they never looked so good! featuring as the stars, hilarious sketches and comedy sequences from their 1970's heyday and new material from the duo that brought the world cheech & chong. this follows the cult classic cheech & chong's 2nd album (thc2),

released in april, 1970. now, 20 years later, the film completes the whole collection and experience for fans of the legendary duo.
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this movie is just as fun to watch as the first, but with some new characters thrown in. i like the idea of letting the audience put in old-school voice talent and have them take on roles. for instance, i think vin diesel would be great as mr. slyman, or someone like that. instead of los cocinos, having san francisco's own, squeaky bladder do it. there
are some great new characters, like the punk-rock girl, the red-neck girl, and that creepy guy with the fake zits. my favorite, though, is the new character, claude, who is pretty much chong's alter ego. while i'm not exactly sure why, i just love the character. while the movie is awesome, it is not without faults. while cheech & chong perform in a
variety of costumes, and they also have a great time doing it, it's not clear if the outfits are supposed to be funny. there are other things that bug me about the movie too. one of them is that the credits don't always make sense. why is chong listed as "tommy chong" instead of "cheech chong"? and why does chong have an accent when he's
supposed to be a redneck? the other thing that doesn't make sense to me is that all the characters were voiced by cheech and chong. to me, it would have been cooler to have one actor play all the characters. anyway, i'm glad i saw this movie again. now that it's finally out, i can rewatch it at my leisure. this is a movie that features all of the
greatest parts of cheech and chong's history. it takes place in three different time periods: the early days when they had a car wash; the period when they were on the road, helping people with their problems; and the time when cheech and chong were legal. what i particularly like is that they intermix their live shows with clips from different

sketches from their first four albums. 5ec8ef588b
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